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Tau Polarimetry 
▪ The polarization of tau’s (Pτ) produced in e+e- collisions at 10.58 GeV is related to the electron beam 

polarization (Pe) through:  

Note: cosθ defined as the polar angle of 
the τ- with respect to the electron beam

▪ Tau polarization information can be extracted from the kinematics of the tau decay

→: Momentum

⇒: Spin

Left-Handed τ-Right-Handed τ+
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Tau Event Selection
▪ As a proof of concept, we have developed Tau Polarimetry at BABAR

using τ± → ρ±ντ→ π±π0ντ decays
▪ We expect uncertainties to be highly correlated between detectors due 

to similar designs
▪ Final measurement performed on total 424.18 fb-1

▪ Selected tau events in a 1v1 topology, (ρ vs. e or mu)
▪ ρ has large branching fraction, e or mu for clean tag

▪ Signal candidates are defined as a charged particle with a π0

▪ qq̄ events are eliminated with the lepton requirement
▪ Angular cuts and a minimum pT of 350 MeV reduce two photon and 

Bhabha contamination

▪ Achieve a 99.9% pure tau-pair sample (0.05% Bhabha,0.05% μ+μ-)
▪ 88% of selected events contain a τ± → π±π0ντ decay

▪ 10% a1 decays, 2% other hadronic
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New Systematics
▪ 21 contributions
▪ Neutrals dominate 6/7 top systematics
▪ pi-0 efficiency is a new correction to 

attempt to correct few % discrepancy 
between Data/MC that’s persisted in 
the analysis

▪ Neutral Energy Scale has replace 
50,100 MeV cuts

▪ Angular cuts, and momentum 
dependence has gotten small



▪ Final (preliminary) measurement:

▪ Significant improvement in statistics compared to e-tag only:

▪ Systematics about the same but much more well understood
▪ Paper just finished CWR, finishing up edits
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Conclusions

Thank You!

〈P〉 = 0.0035 ± 0.0024stat ± 0.0029sys
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